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TBM Racing Signature Series Handlebars

$69.95

Introducing the most superior handlebar ever made for a personal watercraft. We are proud to be the only
handlebar manufacturer to manufacture 100% of our handlebars in the USA giving us complete control over
quality and manufacturing tolerances. When all of the other bars manufacturers have sold out and have taken
the easy way out to producing â€œcheapâ€• bars we have refined our in house manufacturing to give our
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customers the highest quality bar possible at a competitive
price.
74.98 0 0 56.23 28.35 532.39 cm /I2 Do Q
We use T6 aircraft aluminum, and then CNC knurl each bar before CNC bending them to exact tolerances.
Another superior quality of our bars vs. the competitors is our crossbars and crossbar clamps are
manufactured from 100% billet aluminum whereas they are using extrusions or castings with minimal CNC
work to bore holes and provide a â€œbilletâ€• look without truly making them from a solid chuck of billet
alloy. Our method not only produces the trickest looking bar on the market it also provides a much stronger
handlebar that will last you a lifetime. Our knurling will accommodate ODI grips and is aggressive enough for
those who prefer to glue their grips on.
We offer our bars in straight freestyle, 0 degree v-bend and 3.5 degree v-bend. The straight freestyle bars
come in black only while the v-bend bars are available in black anodized or show quality polished. Support
our US economy and buy TBM quality!
Note: If purchasing the Freestyle Straight bars you will need our new Kawasaki/Yamaha Conversion Turn
Plate, or for Yamaha riders the Yamaha Shortened Turn Plate. Only the new generation TBM turn plates
have the extra set of machined holes to accommodate these bars.
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